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Look no further than the office for ideas  
on how to ensure your garden creates the  

best impression. By Jackie Cameron

Earth works
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                         one are the days of trying to peer over the electrified wall to figure 
out how to outdo the neighbours’ garden shrubbery and sculptures. If you want your 
home to stand out from the rest, pay close attention to what’s been happening with 
commercial-property landscapes on the other side of town. Design trends that have 
been transforming South Africa’s working environments are now seeping into gardens  
in the most upmarket suburbs. 

Not only are your home’s surroundings expected to look good, they need to be easy 
to maintain, functional and cost effective. As Durban landscape-design consultant Jo-Anne 
Hilliar notes, ‘The trend in residential property is definitely moving towards maintenance- 
free, sustainable landscapes, created the South African way.’ The influence, she says,  
‘is coming from what is happening in the construction of commercial landscapes.’

Johan Barnard of Johannesburg-based Newtown Landscape Architects says the  
shift in residential outdoor spaces towards styles and features evident in commercial 
design is linked to the worldwide growth in popularity of so-called ‘green’ buildings. 
These are structures put together with environmentally friendly materials (such as locally 
quarried rock, sustainably grown lumber, recycled metal and other essential items) all 
sourced close to the building site to cut down on fuel and other pollution associated 
with delivery. 

Green real estate is designed to be run as efficiently as possible. Accordingly, many 
different methods are used to recycle waste for use in the building as well as for the wider 
community (for example, composting organic rubbish or reusing ‘grey water’). Some green 
buildings even produce enough electricity – from solar panels that convert the sun’s rays 
and pipes that tap into geothermal energy deep beneath the Earth’s surface – to sell on 
to others. Those, however, are exceptions. 

Generally, it is still very expensive to engineer a building and its grounds so they  
also serve as a renewable energy plant. This means landscape architects are playing a 
lead role in the look – and running – of green real estate. Most green homes in South 
Africa are conspicuously so. Verdant roofs and grassy wall gardens signal that owners  
are doing their bit to increase the neighbourhood’s oxygen supplies and cut down on 
carbon-dioxide pollution. 

Landscape architect Timothy Lundy, proprietor of Proscapes in Cape Town, says that 
with residential properties becoming smaller, even in the most expensive areas, people 
are getting more creative about using limited space. Like commercial property developers, 
residential owners are reworking bricks-and-mortar boundaries to establish living green 
partitions to separate themselves from neighbours. A major theme at the moment is the 
vertical, or hanging, garden. It is increasingly common to see pot plants zigzagging down 
the side of a wall or fence, with a gutter transporting run-off from one to the next so not 
a single droplet goes to waste.

Minute details are being infused with the green theme. For example, decorative stones 
are used in plant pots to reduce water evaporation. In particular, our love of indigenous 
flora is being taken to a new level. Favoured plants are hardy varieties that don’t guzzle 
groundwater, even though they may be slow growers. 

Larger gardens are being broken up into interesting environmental narratives, such  
as having succulents and rockeries in one area and semi-tropical plants in another. Says 
Lundy, ‘Thirsty, fussy lawns are making way for contained magical spaces with vegetation 
that transports you to different places.’

Utility is good too. Herb gardens and vegetable patches, carefully planted with low 
hedges to set them apart from recreation areas, are making a comeback as we dabble  
in organic home-farming, according to Lundy.
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And don’t overlook the solid surfaces, 

says Barnard. He suggests hard-wearing 
concrete-based materials that keep out  
the weeds but are mixed with attractive 
colours and materials to give a rustic, 
natural look.

‘Gardens are invitations into your 
space, and features play an important 

part in the enticement process’

Also making an impact in residential 
landscaping is the move towards multi-
functional constructions. So, where you 
might previously have built a stand-alone 
water feature, you would now incorporate 
this into one of the walls of the house.  
Or you may ensure a driveway or path has 
an accompanying sheet of water softening 
the lines.

Expect ‘zero-water’ features to come into 
vogue. These are dancing sprays of water 
that disappear into a tank in the ground 
and can be shut off and concealed to free 
up entertainment space. An added bonus, 
says Barnard, is that you can switch off the 
water show if the motor needs to be fixed, 
unlike ordinary ponds that can become 
smelly and unsightly if the pumps are  
not working properly.

But it’s not only plants and other 
cosmetic details that are important for 
green-building buffs. Great attention is 
paid to subtle aspects such as including 
unobtrusive gullies and carefully angled 
slopes and channels to maximise the flow 
of rainwater away from parking areas and 
walkways to where it can be put to good 
use in flower beds or irrigation canals.

Just as commercial property developers 
give great consideration to financial details, 
so too do discerning residential owners. 
They are opting for designs and systems 
that may be expensive to install, but save 
money in the long run. Barnard cites the 
example of clever irrigation systems that 
use rainwater from the roof, as well as 
ground pumps, thereby reducing reliance 
on the municipal water supply. These can 
sometimes cost hundreds of thousands  
of rands to construct, but quickly pay for 
themselves in lower water bills, particularly 
on large properties. 

‘People have become more demanding. 
It’s not just “give me grass and trees” and 
generally making the place look pretty,’ 
says Barnard. ‘We have to understand how 
things will work. For example, how will the 
water run around the building? How can 
we make people move through an area?’

Although cost considerations and 
functionality are taking centre stage in 
discussions with home-owners planning 
garden overhauls, form is still important. 
As Hilliar says, ‘Gardens are invitations 
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into your space, and features play an 
important part in the enticement process. 
Gardens are a reflection of lifestyle and 
generally an extension of the home, or  
of rooms within the open spaces.’

For Lundy, the creation of focal  
points is key. Sculptures in metal and 
other materials are one way to draw the 
eye. Clever garden lighting can help too, 
for example by highlighting the shape  
of a prominent tree or bush. 

Increasingly spotted in gardens in 
luxury suburbs are enormous pots –  
often in sets of three – made of clay  
or cement mixed with rusty substances  
to give an aged look; and baskets, some 
made of metal. Rust-treated trellises are 
also becoming popular, with the look of 
decaying steel another feature borrowed 
from an industrial landscape. 

Trees, meanwhile, aren’t just plopped 
down because they fill the space in an 
interesting way. They are positioned 
carefully to ensure their shade provides 
relief from the heat in summer, without 

impeding the sun’s weaker rays from 
warming rooms in winter. This is, of 
course, also another way to enhance a 
building’s green credentials, by cutting 
air-conditioner and heater usage. 

‘This may seem very obvious, but it is 
surprising how many developers choose 
trees because they like the look of them, 

but that actually make buildings colder  
in winter,’ says Bill Rawson, chairman  
of the Rawson Property Group. He is a 
firm believer in utilising landscaping to 
enhance a home’s value and to ensure  
a faster sale, adding that it is probably  
the single biggest factor, after the design  
of the building. 


